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Abstract 24 

Survival in a fast-changing environment requires animals not only to detect unexpected 25 

sensory events, but also to react. In humans, these salient sensory events generate large 26 

electrocortical responses, which have been traditionally interpreted within the sensory 27 

domain. Here we describe a basic physiological mechanism coupling saliency-related 28 

cortical responses with motor output. In four experiments conducted on 70 healthy 29 

participants, we show that salient sub-startle sensory stimuli modulate isometric force 30 

exertion by human participants, and that this modulation is tightly coupled with electrocortical 31 

activity elicited by the same stimuli. We obtained four main results. First, the force 32 

modulation follows a complex triphasic pattern consisting of alternating decreases and 33 

increases of force, time-locked to stimulus onset. Second, this modulation occurs regardless 34 

of the sensory modality of the eliciting stimulus. Third, the magnitude of the force modulation 35 

is predicted by the amplitude of the electrocortical activity elicited by the same stimuli. 36 

Fourth, both neural and motor effects are not reflexive, but depend on contextual factors. 37 

Taken together, these results indicate that sudden environmental stimuli have an immediate 38 

effect on motor processing, through a cortico-muscular coupling. These observations 39 

suggest that saliency detection is not merely perceptive but reactive, preparing the animal 40 

for subsequent appropriate actions. 41 

Keywords: Action, expectancy, saliency, sensorimotor integration, force, EEG, startle. 42 

 43 

Significance statement 44 

Salient events occurring in the environment, regardless of their modalities, elicit large 45 

electrical brain responses, dominated by a widespread “vertex” negative-positive potential. 46 

This response is the largest synchronization of neural activity that can be recorded from a 47 

healthy human being. All current interpretations assume that this vertex potential reflects 48 

sensory processes. Contrary to this general assumption, we show that the vertex potential is 49 
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strongly coupled with a modulation of muscular activity that follows the same pattern. Both 50 

the vertex potential and its motor effects are not reflexive, but strongly depend on contextual 51 

factors. These results reconceptualise the significance of these evoked electrocortical 52 

responses suggesting that saliency detection is not merely perceptive but reactive, preparing 53 

the animal for subsequent appropriate actions.  54 

  55 
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Introduction 56 

Survival in a fast-changing environment requires animals not only to detect, but also to react 57 

to unexpected events. A large shadow might signal a hawk, or a rustling in the bush might 58 

signal a nearby prey. In a split second, an animal must identify the salient stimulus and react 59 

with the appropriate behavioural response. 60 

To initiate these behavioural responses rapidly, an animal must build expectations about the 61 

structure of its sensory environment, and thereby detect changes violating these 62 

expectations, both at low-level (e.g. detection of stimulus edges through lateral inhibition; 63 

Blakemore et al. 1970) and high-level (e.g. detection of deviant stimuli embedded within a 64 

stream of standard stimuli; Garrido et al. 2013). Influential theories of brain function suggest 65 

that dedicated brain networks construct and continuously update predictive models of the 66 

environment (Schultz et al. 1997; Engel et al. 2001; Friston 2010). By comparing these 67 

models with the actual sensory input, animals can detect environmental changes – also 68 

known by the related terms violation, mismatch, surprise, or saliency – to update predictions, 69 

trigger actions, or both (Näätänen et al. 2007; Morrison et al. 2013; Ullsperger et al. 2014; 70 

Wessel and Aron 2017). Both computational aspects and physiological implementation of 71 

predictive models have been described in a variety of animal systems (Rao and Ballard 72 

1999; Ulanovsky et al. 2003; Yaron et al. 2012; Garrido et al. 2013). 73 

In humans, it is well known that salient and fast-rising sensory events generate a remarkably 74 

large neural synchronization, which manifests itself as a biphasic electroencephalographic 75 

(EEG) potential, widespread and maximum over the scalp vertex (Walter 1964; Mouraux and 76 

Iannetti 2009). This biphasic vertex wave is evoked by stimuli of any modality, provided that 77 

they are salient enough (Bancaud et al. 1953; Mouraux and Iannetti 2009). While well 78 

characterized, the biphasic vertex wave has largely been interpreted as a by-product of 79 

saliency detection. However, it is unknown whether the vertex wave also impacts the motor 80 

control system to prepare a potential behavioral response. This lack of knowledge is 81 
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surprising given that survival ultimately depends not only upon detecting unexpected events, 82 

but also on initiating appropriate behavioural responses. 83 

Here we report a direct link between salient stimuli, brain activity, and behavior in healthy 84 

humans. We take advantage of a novel, highly sensitive transduction device to record fine-85 

scale variations of isometric force exerted by the fingers, with millisecond-precision. We 86 

delivered sudden (i.e. fast-rising) and temporally unexpected stimuli of different sensory 87 

modalities while measuring EEG and electromyographic (EMG) activity. We found that mild, 88 

sub-startle but still salient stimuli modulated the applied isometric force in a multiphasic 89 

pattern predicted by the EEG signals. The force modulation and EEG signals did not, 90 

however, simply reflect peripheral afferent input, but depended on stimulus saliency. That 91 

the same EEG response reflects sensory processing and unavoidably triggers a motor 92 

response, suggests that sensory and motor processing are intimately entwined, and that 93 

saliency detection should be reinterpreted as a reactive process rather than a perceptive 94 

one. 95 

 96 

Materials and Methods 97 

Subjects 98 

A total of 70 healthy human participants (34 males, mean age [±SD] 22.9±3.3, age range 18-99 

41) took part in the four experiments (N=18, 28, 14 and 10, respectively). All participants 100 

gave written informed consent and were paid for their participation. All procedures were 101 

approved by the ethics committee of University College London.  102 

Sensory stimulation 103 

Auditory stimuli consisted of a fast-rising tone (rise and fall time 5 ms, frequency 4,000 Hz, 104 

duration 50 msec), which was presented through a single CAT LEB-401 loudspeaker. The 105 

loudspeaker was placed in front of the left hand of the participant. Electrical stimuli (duration 106 
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200 s) were delivered transcutaneously to the left median nerve at the wrist, with a 107 

constant-current stimulator (Digitimer DS7A) controlled using a National Instrument card 108 

(USB-6008). 109 

The intensity of both auditory and electrical stimulations was adjusted individually prior to the 110 

beginning of each experiment and is below referred to as low, middle and high. High 111 

intensity stimulations (used in Experiments 2-4) corresponded to the highest loudness 112 

(auditory stimulations) or voltage (electrical stimulations) that the participants could tolerate 113 

without feeling discomfort or pain, and that did not evoke an EMG response in the 114 

sternocleidomastoid muscle. Middle and low stimulus intensities (used in Experiments 1 and 115 

2) were 60% and 20% of the high stimulus intensity, respectively. Finally, the intensity of the 116 

startling auditory stimuli delivered in Experiment 4 was 100 dB (in comparison, the intensity 117 

of the high but not startling auditory stimuli used in Experiment 3 never exceeded 70 dB). 118 

Stimuli were delivered using Presentation (Neurobehavioral systems). Triggers synchronized 119 

with stimulus onset were sent to two computers used for acquiring force and EEG data. 120 

Force recording 121 

The force applied by the participants (see Experimental Paradigm, below) was sampled 122 

using a force-torque (F/T) transducer (ATI nano17, Industrial Automation). This device 123 

measures mechanical responses using silicon strain gauges within a monolithic design to 124 

provide high stiffness characteristics whilst protecting against noise. The device allows 125 

recording six components of force and torque (Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz). The ‘Fz’ component 126 

represented the direction towards which participants were instructed to exert the force while 127 

holding the transducer (Fig. 1), and it was the source of the data reported hereafter. The 128 

transducer was connected to a data acquisition card (National Instruments 6363) through 129 

which the sensor data from the silicon strain gauges was converted into F/T information 130 

based upon calibrated values established by the manufacturer. At the start of each recording 131 

session, the F/T information was set to zero to mitigate the effects of potential sensor drifts. 132 
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Data were sampled at 500Hz with unique timestamps to allow synchronisation with the 133 

stimulation triggers. To facilitate two-finger grip, the transducer was mounted in between two 134 

plastic cylindrical extensions (Fig. 1).  135 

Electrocortical recordings  (EEG) 136 

The EEG was recorded using a 32-channel amplifier (SD-32, Micromed Italy) at a sampling 137 

rate of 1,024 Hz. The EEG was recorded from 26 Ag-AgCl electrodes placed on the scalp 138 

according to the International 10-20 system and referenced to the nose. Electrode positions 139 

were ‘Fp1', 'Fpz', 'Fp2', 'F7', 'F3', 'Fz', 'F4', 'F8', 'T3', 'C3', 'Cz', 'C4', 'T4', 'T5', 'P3', 'Pz', 'P4', 140 

'T6', 'O1', 'Oz', 'O2', 'FCz', 'FC4', 'FC3', 'Cp3', 'Cp4' (Sharbrough et al. 1991). The electro-141 

oculogram (EOG) was recorded from two pairs of surface Ag-AgCl electrodes, each placed 142 

laterally to the outer canthus. Impedances were kept below 10 kΩ.  143 

Electromyographic recordings  (EMG) 144 

The remaining channels of the EEG amplifier were dedicated to recording the EMG, using 145 

four pairs of surface Ag-AgCl electrodes, using a bipolar montage. In Experiments 2 and 3 146 

we recorded the EMG from the right sternocleidomastoid, biceps, triceps and first dorsal 147 

interosseous muscles. In Experiment 4 we recorded the EMG from the right and left 148 

sternocleidomastoid muscles. 149 

Experimental design 150 

In all experiments, participants were sitting in front of a table, with the forearm and the ulnar 151 

part of the hand resting on the table surface. They were asked to exert a constant isometric 152 

force on the transducer, which was held between the index finger and thumb of the right 153 

hand, as illustrated in Fig. 1.  154 

All experiments consisted of several blocks. Before each block, participants were instructed 155 

to keep their eyes closed (to minimize distraction and reduce eye movements) and exert a 156 

gradually increasing force, until they reached a level between 1 and 2 N. At the beginning of 157 
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each block, feedback to the participants was provided verbally by the experimenters, who 158 

could read the measured force in real time: once the correct level was reached, participants 159 

were instructed to keep the force applied as constant as possible throughout the recording 160 

blocks, and keep their eyes closed. During each block, participants received either auditory 161 

or electrical stimuli, as detailed below. There was a short pause of approximately 5-10 162 

seconds between consecutive blocks. A schematic representation of the stimuli delivered in 163 

each experiment is given in Fig. 1.  164 

In Experiment 1 (18 participants) auditory and electrical stimuli, all of middle intensity, were 165 

delivered. Each block comprised between 4 and 6 stimuli presented in randomized order 166 

with an inter-stimulus interval of 5-8 s (rectangular distribution). The total number of blocks 167 

was 8. In total, participants received 40 stimuli, 20 per modality.  168 

In Experiment 2 (28 participants) only electrical stimuli, but of three energies, were delivered. 169 

Each block comprised 5-7 stimuli presented in randomized order with an inter-stimulus 170 

interval of 6-10 s (rectangular distribution). The total number of blocks was 7. In total, 171 

participants received 42 stimuli, 14 for each intensity.  172 

In Experiment 3 (14 participants) only auditory stimuli, all of high intensity, were delivered. 173 

Stimuli were delivered in trains of three (S1, S2, and S3: a triplet) at a constant interval of 1 s 174 

(i.e., at 1Hz). The time interval between each triplet ranged between 18 and 30 s 175 

(rectangular distribution). The total number of trials was 30, for a total of 90 stimuli. 176 

Finally, in Experiment 4 (10 participants) we delivered 28 standard electrical stimuli (all of 177 

high intensity) and 4 startling auditory stimuli (100 dB). Each block comprised 4 stimuli. 178 

There was never more than one startling stimulus per block and there were never more than 179 

two consecutive blocks containing a startling stimulus. Hence, the startling stimuli had longer 180 

inter-trial intervals, higher intensity and were presented less frequently than the other 181 

standard stimuli used in the previous experiments (Brown et al. 1991; Yeomans and 182 

Frankland 1995; Fernandez-Del-Olmo et al. 2013). The inter-stimulus interval ranged 183 
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between 10 and 15 s (rectangular distribution). The number of blocks was 8, which resulted 184 

in a total of 32 stimuli presented across the experiment. 185 

Force data processing 186 

In all experiments, force magnitude time series were first interpolated to obtain a regular 187 

sampling rate of 1,000 Hz. Continuous data were segmented into epochs of 3.4 s (-0.4 to +3 188 

s relative to stimulus onset). Each epoch was de-trended using the pre-stimulus interval 189 

(Tracy 2007; Welsh et al. 2007). In Experiments 1-3, trials contaminated by artefacts (±0.3N 190 

from the mean of the pre-stimulus interval) or deviating more than 3 SDs from the 191 

participant’s mean exerted force across all trials were excluded from further analyses. The 192 

corresponding EEG and EMG trials were also excluded. These trials constituted 10.03% of 193 

the total number of trials. Finally, epochs were baseline corrected using the -.05 to 0 s pre-194 

stimulus interval. 195 

Given that in Experiments 1 and 2, a slow-rising stimulus-evoked force modulation lasting up 196 

to 2.5 s was observed (Fig. 2), in Experiment 3 (i.e. the only experiment in which stimuli 197 

were repeated at 1 Hz) epochs were band-pass filtered at 1-30 Hz. This allowed a robust 198 

estimation of the magnitude of the transient responses of force magnitude elicited by each 199 

stimulus composing the triplet.  200 

EEG processing 201 

Continuous EEG data were first band-pass filtered at 0.5-30 Hz (Butterworth, third order), 202 

and then segmented into epochs of 3.4 s (-0.4 to +3 s relative to stimulus onset). Artefacts 203 

due to eye blinks or eye movements were subtracted using a validated method based on an 204 

Independent Component Analysis (Jung et al. 2000). In all datasets, independent 205 

components related to eye movements had a large EOG channel contribution and a frontal 206 

scalp distribution. To match the sampling rate of the force timeseries, EEG epochs were 207 

downsampled to 1,000 Hz. Finally, epochs were baseline corrected using the -0.4 to 0 s 208 

prestimulus interval.  209 
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EMG processing 210 

Continuous EMG data were first high-pass filtered at 55 Hz (Butterworth, third order), and 211 

then segmented into epochs of 3.4 s (-0.4 to +3 s relative to stimulus onset). Epochs were 212 

downsampled to 1,000 Hz, full-wave rectified, and baseline corrected using the -0.4 to 0 s 213 

prestimulus interval.  214 

Statistical analysis 215 

Experiment 1 (Force only). Epochs belonging to the same experimental condition (i.e., 216 

somatosensory or auditory) were averaged together, thus yielding two average waveforms 217 

per participant. To assess the consistency of stimulus-induced modulation of force 218 

magnitude over time, a one-sample t-test against zero (i.e. against baseline) was performed 219 

for each time point of the entire waveform. This analysis yielded, for each modality, a 220 

timeseries of t-values. 221 

In Experiment 2 (Force, EEG, EMG) the presence of a relationship between the variability of 222 

the EEG and Force signals was first assessed within participant (i.e., on a trial-by-trial level). 223 

To achieve this, each EEG and force trial was smoothed using a sliding window of 20 ms, 224 

moving in steps of 10 ms. Next, the trial-by-trial correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) was 225 

computed between EEG amplitude and force magnitude, for all possible pairs of time points 226 

between the interval -50 to +400 ms of the EEG time course (i.e., the interval encompassing 227 

both the vertex negativity and positivity) and the interval -50 to +2000 ms of the force time 228 

course (i.e., the interval encompassing both the force decrease and the two following force 229 

increases). Possible effects due to changes of afferent input were partialled out by adding 230 

stimulus intensity as a control variable. This resulted in 26 correlation matrixes (one for each 231 

EEG electrode), each consisting of 45x205 values. This analysis allowed identifying possible 232 

signal changes in one measure (either EEG amplitude or force magnitude) that correlate 233 

with simultaneous, later, or earlier changes in the other measure. 234 
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To assess the consistency of such trial-by-trial correlations across participants, the 235 

coefficients (one Pearson’s r for each participant) were contrasted against zero using one-236 

sample t-tests, one for each pixel of the matrix. Cluster-based permutation testing (Maris and 237 

Oostenveld 2007) was used to account for multiple comparisons across time points and 238 

EEG electrodes. Therefore, clusters were based on both temporal consecutivity and spatial 239 

adjacency of EEG electrodes. A cluster had to be composed of at least two consecutive time 240 

points with a p value <0.05 on at least three neighbouring EEG electrodes. The significance 241 

value of each cluster corresponded to the sum of all t values of the pixels composing it. 242 

Once these clusters were identified, permutation testing was used to assess their 243 

significance. Specifically, 1,000 random permutations of the data were used to generate a 244 

random distribution of cluster significances. This random distribution was finally used to 245 

define a threshold (p=0.05) against which the actual significant clusters were assessed. 246 

Thus, only the pixels surviving both thresholds (consecutivity in time and adjacency in space, 247 

as well as random permutations) were considered significant. 248 

The relationship between the variability of EEG and force signals was also explored between 249 

participants. Thus, we tested whether participants showing overall larger EEG responses 250 

also showed larger force responses. The same analysis strategy used to explore the within-251 

participants EEG-Force correlations was applied. First, single trials within each participant 252 

were averaged, thus yielding 26 pairs of waveforms for each participant (1 pair for each EEG 253 

electrode). Next, for each pair, the correlation between all possible pairs of time points was 254 

computed. This resulted in 26 correlation matrixes (one for each electrode), each consisting 255 

of 45x205 elements.  256 

Matrix elements representing a significant correlation (p<0.05) in at least two consecutive 257 

time points and on at least three neighbouring EEG electrodes formed a significant cluster. 258 

The significance value of each cluster corresponded to the sum of all Pearson’s r values of 259 

the pixels composing it. Once these clusters were identified, permutation testing was used to 260 

assess their significance, as described above.  261 
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EMG epochs of each participant were averaged across trials, thus yielding one average 262 

waveform for each muscle and participant. To assess the across-subject consistency of 263 

possible stimulus-induced modulation of EMG over time, a one-sample t-test against zero 264 

(i.e., against the average of the baseline) was performed for each time point of the entire 265 

waveform. 266 

Experiment 3 (Force, EEG, EMG). EEG epochs were averaged across trials, time locked to 267 

the onset of the first stimulus of the triplet (S1). In each participant, the amplitude of the 268 

auditory-evoked negative (N) and positive (P) peaks of the vertex wave at Cz was 269 

measured, for each stimulus of the triplet. N and P waves were defined as the most negative 270 

and positive deflections following the onset of each stimulus.  271 

Force epochs were also averaged across trials, time locked to the onset of the first stimulus 272 

of the triplet (S1). In each participant, the peak magnitude of the auditory-evoked force 273 

decrease was measured, as well as the following force increase elicited by each stimulus of 274 

the triplet.  275 

To assess the modulation of both EEG and force induced by stimulus repetition, two one-276 

way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed, one for EEG and one for force, with the 277 

experimental factor ‘stimulus order’ (three levels: S1, S2, S3). When the main effect was 278 

significant, pairs of conditions were compared using paired-sample t-tests. 279 

EMG epochs were analysed with the same procedure described for Experiment 2. In 280 

addition, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, with the experimental 281 

factor ‘stimulus order’ (three levels: S1, S2, S3). 282 

Experiment 4 (Force, EMG). Both Force and EMG epochs belonging to the same 283 

experimental condition (i.e. standard or startling) were averaged across trials. To assess the 284 

consistency of the stimulus-induced modulation of force magnitude and EMG activity over 285 

time, a one-sample t-test against zero (i.e. against baseline) was performed for each time 286 

point of the waveform.  287 
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 288 

Results 289 

Salient stimuli modulate voluntarily exerted force 290 

To determine whether sudden somatosensory and auditory stimuli can modulate voluntarily 291 

exerted forces, we delivered fast-rising stimuli of two different modalities – somatosensory 292 

and auditory – while participants were asked to exert a constant isometric force on a 293 

transducer held in their hand (Fig. 1, Experiment 1). We used stimuli of mild intensity to 294 

prevent overt, startle-like motor responses. Force was measured using a transducer with 295 

millinewton resolution. 296 

We observed that, regardless of their modality, the stimuli elicited a consistent force 297 

modulation in a complex triphasic pattern composed of an initial force reduction followed by 298 

two distinct force increases (Fig. 2). In particular, the stimulus first elicited a small reduction 299 

of the applied force (-7±7 mN [somatosensory stimulus]; -6±5 mN [auditory stimulus]) 300 

peaking at ~100 ms post-stimulus (range: 50-130 ms). This first decrease was immediately 301 

followed by a larger, longer-lasting increase of force (+33±24 mN [somatosensory]; +22±13 302 

mN [auditory]), peaking at ~250 ms post-stimulus (range: 130-350 ms). These two initial 303 

modulations were followed by a third, much longer-lasting increase of the applied force (+23 304 

±18mN [somatosensory]; +15±20mN [auditory]), starting at ~350 ms post-stimulus and 305 

lasting until ~2 s post-stimulus. This third modulation was sustained, and therefore did not 306 

have a clearly identifiable peak.  307 

Given that participants exerted a baseline force of ~1N, the magnitude of the three 308 

modulations was approximately -0.7%, +3.3%, and +2.3% [somatosensory] and -0.6%, 309 

+2.2%, and +1.5% [auditory] of the baseline. 310 

Point-by-point one-sample t-tests confirmed that these three force modulations were 311 

consistent across the 18 participants of this experiment (Fig. 2). Single-subject waveforms 312 

showing the force modulation are displayed in Fig. 3. 313 
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These results indicate that sudden environmental changes have an immediate effect on 314 

motor reactivity, as reflected in the evoked modulation of applied force’s magnitude. The 315 

complex and multiphasic nature of the observed force-modulation pattern suggests that 316 

salient sensory events trigger a reactive rather than a perceptive process.  317 

 318 

Force modulation is coupled to cortical activity  319 

Previous studies have shown that salient stimuli evoke well-described potentials in the 320 

human EEG (Treede et al. 1988; Liang et al. 2010), yet how these responses might regulate 321 

motor reactivity is unknown. To investigate this relationship, we assessed whether the force 322 

modulation observed in the task above was coupled with cortical activity. We administered 323 

our force-modulation task (triggered by somatosensory stimuli) while measuring brain activity 324 

with EEG (Fig. 1, Experiment 2). To ensure the reproducibility of Experiment 1’s findings, we 325 

conducted this experiment in a different cohort of 28 participants. We confirmed that 326 

somatosensory stimuli elicited the triphasic modulation of the force applied on the transducer 327 

(Fig. 4, upper and lower panels). Latency, magnitude and durations of all three components 328 

were similar to those observed in the previous cohort (Fig. 2, 3 and 4). In this experiment, we 329 

also measured EMG activity to rule out startle-like responses (see below and Fig. 7).  330 

Somatosensory stimuli elicited large deflections in the EEG (Fig. 4, middle and lower 331 

panels). The largest response was the typical biphasic negative-positive wave, maximal at 332 

the scalp vertex: the negative wave peaked at ~120 ms post-stimulus, and the positive wave 333 

peaked at ~250 ms post-stimulus. These results are consistent with previous reports of 334 

vertex potentials elicited by transient somatosensory stimuli (Walter 1964; Mouraux and 335 

Iannetti 2009; Liang et al. 2010). Visual inspection of the time course of these two signals 336 

suggests that cortical activity is coupled with the motor response: the peak latencies of the 337 

first two force modulations approximately corresponded with those of the negative and 338 

positive vertex waves (Fig. 4, lower panel). Nevertheless, caution is needed in interpreting 339 
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evoked potential latencies, because cortical generators of scalp potential could act as leaky 340 

integrators, blurring the exact timing of sensory processing (Eliasmith and Anderson 2004; 341 

Graben et al. 2007).  342 

These results, however, suggest that cortical activity could drive the motor response. If so, 343 

we would expect that (1) within an individual, trial-by-trial cortical responses would correlate 344 

with trial-by-trial force modulations; and (2) across the population, large cortical responses 345 

would be predictive of strong force modulations. 346 

Within-participant EEG-Force correlations. To determine whether individual cortical 347 

responses varied with force modulations, we examined correlations between EEG and Force 348 

signals across all time points. We found strong evidence that trial-to-trial force modulation 349 

matched trial-to-trial variability of the EEG signal at multiple time points in the vertex wave. 350 

During the vertex wave negativity time interval (~110-180 ms), EEG variability was 351 

negatively correlated with the force magnitude in the time window ~300-2,000 ms (cluster 352 

p=0.019, cluster-corrected; r-value mean: -0.10; r-value range: -0.18 – -0.05). This time 353 

period encompasses the late force increase (Fig. 5A). This correlation between the EEG 354 

negativity and the force increase was strongest over the central scalp electrodes, particularly 355 

in the hemisphere contralateral to the applied stimulus (i.e., ipsilateral to the hand exerting 356 

the force). This lateralisation was confirmed by a t-test comparing the Pearson’s r values 357 

averaged across the right central electrodes (C4, Cp4 and FC4) with those averaged across 358 

the left central electrodes (C3, Cp3 and FC3)  (t27=2.8, p=0.022; Fig. 5A).  359 

Similarly, trial-by-trial variability of the EEG in the time interval ~200-370 ms, corresponding 360 

to the vertex wave positivity, was positively correlated with force magnitude in the time 361 

window ~130-2,000 ms, corresponding to both the early and the late force increases (cluster 362 

p=0.0009, cluster-corrected; r-value mean: 0.1; r-value range: 0.06 – 0.19) (Fig. 5, C and D). 363 

The scalp distribution of this correlation was maximal over the central electrodes ipsilateral 364 

to the applied stimulus (i.e., contralateral to the hand exerting the force). This lateralisation 365 
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was confirmed by a t-test comparing the Pearson’s r values averaged across the right 366 

central electrodes (C4, Cp4 and FC4) with those averaged across the left central electrodes 367 

(C3, Cp3 and FC3)  (t27=2.8, p=0.009; Fig. 5, C and D).  368 

Between-participants EEG-Force correlations. If cortical activity drives the motor response, 369 

we would also expect that participants displaying relatively larger EEG waves would show 370 

larger force modulations. We observed that the across-subject EEG variability in the time 371 

interval ~110-180 ms, corresponding to the vertex wave negativity, was negatively correlated 372 

with the variability in force magnitude in the time window ~300-2000 ms, corresponding to 373 

the late increase of force magnitude (cluster p=0.043, cluster-corrected) (Fig. 5B). This 374 

cluster was analogous to the one reflecting the negative correlation between EEG and force 375 

trial-by-trial variability observed in the within-participants analysis. Likewise, the scalp 376 

distribution of this correlation was maximal over the central electrodes in the hemisphere 377 

contralateral to the applied stimulus (i.e., ipsilateral to the hand exerting the force). The 378 

presence of both within- and between-participants correlations is remarkable. Indeed, 379 

between-subject correlations are more rarely observed than within-subject correlations (e.g. 380 

Hanslmayr et al. 2005, 2007; Iannetti et al. 2005), and collectively suggest a stronger 381 

relationship between the physiological measure and the behavioural effect.  382 

Altogether, these data show that the magnitude of force modulation strongly correlates with 383 

the amplitude of the cortical activity elicited by the same stimuli, both within-participant (trial-384 

by-trial) and between-participants. These results suggest that it is the cortical activity 385 

underpinning the vertex wave that drives the force modulation. 386 

 387 

Force and cortical modulations reflect stimulus saliency rather than afferent input 388 

To determine whether the cortical and force modulations depend upon the stimulus context 389 

rather than the afferent sensory input, we used a validated paradigm that dissociates 390 

stimulus saliency from the intensity of the afferent volley (Iannetti et al. 2008; Valentini et al. 391 
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2011). This paradigm consists in the repetition of three identical auditory stimuli at 1Hz (a 392 

triplet: S1-S2-S3), where S1 is more salient than S2 and S3. Importantly, all stimuli are 393 

physically equal (Fig. 1, Experiment 3). If the observed force and cortical modulations simply 394 

reflect the peripheral afferent volley, we would expect the same magnitude in the responses 395 

elicited by S1, S2 and S3. If the force and cortical modulation instead reflect stimulus 396 

saliency, we would expect both modulations to be enhanced in response to S1 compared to 397 

S2 and S3. 398 

As expected, the magnitude of both the negativity (N) and the positivity (P) of the vertex 399 

wave was significantly reduced in the response elicited by S2 and S3 compared with the 400 

magnitude of the responses elicited by S1 (Fig. 6, top right panels). One-way ANOVA 401 

showed strong evidence for an effect of ‘stimulus repetition’ (N: F(2,26)=44.5, p<0.001; P: 402 

F(2,26)=54.8, p<0.001). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the amplitude of the responses elicited 403 

by S2 and S3 was significantly reduced compared with the amplitude of the response elicited 404 

by S1 (N: p<0.001; P: p<0.001, for both S1 vs. S2 and S1 vs. S3).  405 

Remarkably, the force response mirrored the neural response. We found that the repetition 406 

of three auditory stimuli at 1Hz also modulated the magnitude of the early force decrease 407 

and increase. Both modulations were significantly reduced in the response elicited by S2 408 

and S3 (Fig. 6, bottom right panels). One-way ANOVA showed strong evidence for an effect 409 

of ‘stimulus repetition’ (force decrease: F (2,26)=32.89, p<0.001; force increase: F (2,26)=8.59, 410 

p<0.01). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the magnitude of the responses elicited by S2 and S3 411 

was significantly reduced compared with the magnitude of the corresponding responses 412 

elicited by S1 (force decrease: p<0.001; force increase: p<0.012, for both S1 vs. S2 and S1 413 

vs. S3).  414 

These results provide compelling evidence that both the force and the cortical modulations 415 

are related to stimulus saliency rather than peripheral afferent input. Thus, it is clear that the 416 

responses are not stereotyped but strongly depend on context—i.e., the behavioural-417 

relevance of sensory information.  418 
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 419 

Force and cortical modulations are not accompanied by startle-like responses  420 

To test whether the stimuli elicited a startle response, in Experiments 2 and 3 we also 421 

recorded EMG activity from a number of muscles, both necessary and unnecessary for 422 

exerting force on the transducer. A startle response would activate muscles not necessary 423 

for the force exertion task, such as the sternocleidomastoid, whose activation is a core 424 

component of the startle reflex (Brown et al. 1991). 425 

In Experiment 2 the EMG activity of the first dorsal interosseous muscle (FDI; i.e., the 426 

muscle contributing to the force exerted on the transducer) showed two small but significant 427 

amplitude modulations: a reduction of amplitude at 70-80 ms post-stimulus, followed by an 428 

increase of amplitude at 100-120 ms post-stimulus (Fig. 7, 1st trace). The EMG amplitude 429 

increase was also observed in the triceps (95-120 ms post-stimulus; Fig. 7, 3rd trace). These 430 

EMG effects were temporally related to the first two modulations of the exerted force (Fig. 7, 431 

top trace), after the electromechanical delay between EMG activity and changes in muscle 432 

tension was taken into account (Eliasmith and Anderson 2004; Graben et al. 2007). 433 

Importantly, we observed no EMG response in the sternocleidomastoid muscle, located in 434 

the neck and not contributing to the force exertion (Fig. 7, bottom trace). The lack of 435 

sternocleidomastoid activation rules out that the applied somatosensory stimuli elicited a 436 

startle response.  437 

In Experiment 3 the results were very similar to what was observed in Experiment 2: auditory 438 

stimuli did not elicit any clear response in the EMG recorded from the biceps and 439 

sternocleidomastoid muscles, whereas the EMG activity of the FDI and triceps muscles 440 

showed a significant increase of amplitude at 99-110 ms [triceps] and 100-120 ms [FDI] 441 

post-stimulus. One-way ANOVA showed a weak suggestion that the increase in EMG 442 

activity recorded from the FDI was higher in S1 than in S2 and S3 (main effect of ‘stimulus 443 

repetition’: F(2,26)=2.77 , p=0.088). The same analysis applied to the EMG recorded from the 444 
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triceps did not show evidence for any effect of ‘stimulus repetition’ (F(2,26)=0.43, p=0.65), 445 

possibly because of the much smaller signal-to-noise ratio of the stimulus-evoked 446 

modulation of EMG in comparison to force.  447 

Taken together, these results indicate that the applied somatosensory or auditory stimuli did 448 

not elicit a startle response. However, to test the dissociation between the observed force 449 

modulation and a startle-like response, in Experiment 4 we compared the force and EMG 450 

modulations elicited by standard and startling stimuli.  451 

The results from Experiment 4 provided clear evidence that non-startling stimuli are sufficient 452 

to elicit the force modulation observed in Experiments 1-3. Indeed, in Experiment 4 we 453 

confirmed that while standard stimuli used in Experiments 1-3 do not elicit EMG responses 454 

in the sternocleidomastoid muscle, such EMG responses were clearly elicited by startling 455 

stimuli (Fig. 8). Furthermore, startling stimuli elicited a consistent unipolar force increase 456 

(+133 ±116 mN), peaking approximately 160 ms following stimulus onset (Fig. 8), i.e. a 457 

pattern different from the multipolar force modulation elicited by standard stimuli (Fig. 2).  458 

 459 

Discussion 460 

Here we describe a basic physiological phenomenon that couples saliency-related cortical 461 

responses to motor output. Salient sensory stimuli modulate ongoing force exerted by 462 

human subjects, and this modulation is tightly linked to the electrocortical activity elicited by 463 

the same stimuli. We obtained four main results. First, the force modulation follows a 464 

complex triphasic pattern consisting of alternating decreases and increases of force, time-465 

locked to stimulus onset. Second, this modulation occurs regardless of the sensory modality 466 

of the eliciting stimulus. Third, the magnitude of the force modulation is predicted by the 467 

amplitude of the cortical activity elicited by the same stimuli. Fourth, the stimulus-evoked 468 

force modulations, as well as the cortical responses, are not stereotyped, but their 469 

magnitudes strongly depend on stimulus saliency. Taken together, these results indicate that 470 
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sudden environmental changes have a clear effect on motor reactivity, possibly to prepare 471 

subsequent actions. This phenomenon is subserved by a tight coupling between stimulus-472 

evoked cortical responses and motor output. 473 

 474 

Force modulation follows a complex pattern 475 

In all four experiments, we observed that sudden sensory stimuli evoked force modulations 476 

in a complex pattern in nearly every participant tested (Fig. 3). The complexity of this pattern 477 

is incompatible with the unidirectional, non-sequential, atomic nature of reflex responses. In 478 

particular, it does not fit the criteria of a startle reflex, which is defined as a generalized 479 

flexion response with a sustained increase of EMG activity in facial, neck and shoulder 480 

muscles (e.g., Fig. 8), only elicited by unexpected stimuli delivered at extremely long 481 

intervals (e.g. in the order of minutes) (Wilkins et al. 1986; Brown et al. 1991; Aramideh and 482 

Ongerboer De Visser 2002). In contrast, we observed (1) alternating patterns of decreases 483 

and increases of muscular activity, (2) absence of EMG responses in the 484 

sternocleidomastoid muscle (which is one of the most robust components of the startle 485 

(Brown et al. 1991); Fig. 7 and Fig. 8), (3) EMG response in extensor (triceps) rather than 486 

flexor (biceps) muscles, and, most compellingly, (4) presence of a response even at inter-487 

stimulus intervals as short as 5-10 s (Experiments 1 and 2) and 1 s (Experiment 3). 488 

The force pattern we observed is also different from the unipolar increases of exerted force 489 

during voluntary goal-directed isometric contractions (Desmedt and Godaux 1978; Ferrari-490 

Toniolo et al. 2015). Instead, the alternating patterns of force decreases and increases are 491 

reminiscent of the earliest stage of voluntary ballistic movements, when agonists and 492 

antagonists muscles alternate bursts of activity to trigger a goal-directed action (Marsden et 493 

al. 1983; Berardelli et al. 1996). These observations raise the intriguing possibility that the 494 

complex patterns in muscle activity lead to non-stereotyped behaviour in response to sudden 495 
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changes in the sensory environment (Graziano 2008), an explanation that also justifies the 496 

energy consumption necessary for producing a muscular modulation lasting seconds. 497 

 498 

Force modulation is mediated by a supramodal mechanism 499 

Our results suggest a supramodal modulation of motor neuron activity. Across the four 500 

experiments, we consistently observed that both somatosensory and auditory stimuli yield 501 

virtually identical modulations of force magnitude (Figs. 2 and 3). In particular, the striking 502 

similarity of the response elicited by somatosensory and auditory stimuli indicates that the 503 

observed force modulation is not orchestrated by a spinal circuit but by supraspinal 504 

modulation of alpha motoneurons in the ventral horn. 505 

This interpretation is further supported by the EMG recordings, in which modulations elicited 506 

by somatosensory and auditory stimuli were virtually identical. The clearest EMG modulation 507 

was in the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle, which is most directly involved in exerting 508 

force on the transducer (Fig. 7). However, these EMG modulations were not as clear as the 509 

force modulations, possibly because of the higher sensitivity of the force transducer 510 

compared to the EMG. While these EMG modulations could have been overlooked in 511 

previous investigations, few sparse observations in the literature are consistent with the 512 

supramodal nature of our observations. Transient decreases of EMG activity, at a 513 

comparable latency to our observations in FDI activity reduction, have been reported 514 

following both somatosensory and auditory stimulation (Rossignol and Jones 1976; 515 

Delwaide and Schepens 1995; Zehr et al. 2001; Kagamihara et al. 2003). However, these 516 

studies did not compare stimuli of different sensory modalities, and the observed 517 

modulations were interpreted in a modality-specific manner. Somatosensory modulations 518 

were interpreted as either propriospinal (Zehr et al. 2001) or long-loop brainstem 519 

(Kagamihara et al. 2003) reflexes, whereas loud auditory stimuli have been suggested to 520 

modulate EMG activity through a so-called “audio-spinal” pathway (Rossignol and Jones 521 
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1976; Delwaide and Schepens 1995). Instead, our observation of virtually identical force and 522 

EMG modulations in response to both somatosensory and auditory stimuli suggests a 523 

supramodal cortico-spinal mechanism prompting appropriate behaviour in response to any 524 

salient environmental event (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6). 525 

 526 

Cortical activity predicts stimulus-evoked force modulation  527 

In two experiments we observed that salient sensory stimuli evoked not only complex force 528 

modulations, but also large-amplitude transient cortical responses. These responses were 529 

dominated by negative-positive vertex waves, whose latencies were similar to those of the 530 

first decreases and increases of exerted force (Fig. 4). This observation suggests a tight 531 

relationship between the cortical and muscular activity. To further explore the relationship 532 

between cortical and muscular activity we correlated, in each subject, trial-by-trial EEG and 533 

force magnitude across the entire time course. This analysis showed that variability in 534 

cortical activity predicted later variability of force magnitude, up to almost 2 s (Fig. 5). This 535 

result suggests that cortical activity isn’t merely concomitant to but drives muscle 536 

contraction. 537 

The spatial distribution of this correlation suggests an even richer interpretation. Considering 538 

that the topography of the vertex wave is, by definition, maximal and symmetrical around the 539 

scalp vertex (Fig. 4) (Mouraux and Iannetti 2009), it was remarkable that the correlations 540 

between cortical activity and force modulation had a non-symmetrical topography, clearly 541 

different from that of the vertex wave (Figs. 4 and 5). These diverging correlation 542 

topographies indicate that the vertex wave might contribute to force modulation through 543 

physiological effects distinct in time and space. During the vertex negativity (110-180 ms) we 544 

observed a modulation of the sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the somatosensory 545 

stimulus (Fig. 5A and 4B), suggesting an effect on the processing of the afferent sensory 546 

input. In contrast, during the vertex positivity (200-370 ms) we observed a modulation of 547 
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sensorimotor cortex ipsilateral to the somatosensory stimulus but contralateral to the hand 548 

exerting the force (Fig. 5C and 5D), suggesting a later effect on the efferent cortico-spinal 549 

drive. The topography of this second correlation, although rather spread, shows a maximum 550 

over a number of frontal electrodes (Fig. 5C and 5D). Given the existence of a number of 551 

premotor areas projecting directly to spinal motoneurons in addition to the primary motor 552 

cortex (Dum and Strick 1991, 2002), it is tempting to speculate that these non-primary 553 

corticospinal projections might be modulated by the vertex wave on the basis of the 554 

observed correlation topographies. 555 

This discrepancy in the correlation topographies is richly informative about the physiological 556 

nature of this cortico-muscular relationship, as it implies that the entire response (i.e., the 557 

vertex wave) does not correlate with the force modulation. Instead, either (1) a specific 558 

subset of neural generators, active throughout the vertex wave, predict force modulation; (2) 559 

the vertex wave has an effect on the activity of specific cortical modules, which in turn 560 

modulate the exerted force; or (3) a subcortical structure drives both the vertex wave and the 561 

force modulations. We favour one of the first two explanations. It seems unlikely that a 562 

subcortical structure driving both the cortical and muscular responses could account for a 563 

trial-by-trial relationship that changes in direction (sign) and topography across the two 564 

peaks of the EEG potential (Fig. 5). This consideration also rules out that the observed force 565 

modulation is simply consequent to a distraction from the isometric motor task: had these 566 

modulations just been due to distraction, one would expect the relationship between EEG 567 

and force to be affected in a similar way, both with respect to direction and scalp topography. 568 

Direct coupling between cortical and muscular activity seems more parsimonious. This 569 

interpretation is also supported by the direct functional connections from the somatosensory 570 

to motor cortices following somatosensory stimulation in rodents and humans (Ferezou et al. 571 

2007; van Ede et al. 2015; Avanzini et al. 2016). 572 

 573 

Force modulation is not stereotyped, but depends on context 574 
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Our results imply that the nervous system modulates force depending on the context: 575 

specifically, when the stimulus is salient. In Experiment 3 we dissociated stimulus saliency 576 

from afferent sensory input (Iannetti et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2012). Both low- and high-577 

saliency stimuli elicited force modulation, but the modulation elicited by the former was of 578 

clearly reduced magnitude (Fig. 6, bottom panel). As expected, simultaneous EEG 579 

recordings showed that cortical activity was similarly dependent on contextual modulation by 580 

stimulus saliency (Fig. 6, top panel). Context-dependent force modulations, in contrast to 581 

reflexive or startle responses, likely reflect a neural system for purposeful behaviour in 582 

response to unexpected environmental events (Sherrington 1906).  583 

This observation is particularly important to link the present results to other research 584 

exploring the effect of unexpected events on the motor system (see Parmentier 2014; 585 

Horstmann 2015; Wessel and Aron 2017 for relevant theoretical frameworks). In particular, 586 

‘stopping’ or ‘slowing’ motor behaviours are commonly observed following action errors (Ruiz 587 

et al. 2009), unexpected action outcomes (Gentsch et al. 2009) or surprising perceptual 588 

events (Horstmann 2006; Wessel and Aron 2013). These behaviours are associated with a 589 

reduction of corticospinal excitability following the unexpected event. It is tempting to 590 

speculate that this reduction of corticospinal excitability (which occurs as early as 150 ms; 591 

Wessel and Aron 2013) and our early force decrease (Fig. 2) might share a common 592 

physiological mechanism. 593 

 594 

The vertex wave reflects a sensorimotor process 595 

The human brain responds to sudden, intense, and behaviourally relevant stimuli with one of 596 

the largest synchronizations of electrocortical activity measurable from the scalp surface 597 

using EEG. This large biphasic vertex wave has been traditionally described as a correlate 598 

of perceptual processes (Carmon et al. 1978; Chapman et al. 1981), and later interpreted as 599 

reflecting the detection of salient stimuli (Iannetti et al. 2008; Mouraux and Iannetti 2009). 600 
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Preliminary evidence suggests that the vertex wave might be related to executing rapid 601 

defensive movements (Moayedi et al. 2015).  602 

Our results indicate that the vertex wave is better conceptualized as a context-dependent 603 

sensorimotor process. Salient changes in the sensory environment, regardless of their 604 

modality, elicit cortical vertex waves directly affecting muscles, which resonate in similar 605 

patterns of force amplitude changes. Variations in vertex wave amplitude, either 606 

spontaneous or obtained through a dedicated experimental modulation, reliably predict force 607 

modulations. This suggests that such ‘cortico-muscular resonance’ is obligatory, as the 608 

stimulus-evoked force modulations cannot be dissociated from the cortical vertex waves. 609 

More specifically, the fact that the cortical and muscular responses appear to be both (1) 610 

obligatorily coupled, and (2) coupled with a strength that further depends on the context, 611 

points towards a plausible evolutionary advantage of this response. As such, this 612 

phenomenon might represent a direct link between sensory and motor processes, with the 613 

objective of preparing muscles to respond appropriately to current or future sensory input—614 

prompting a reinterpretation of saliency detection as a reactive rather than a perceptive 615 

process. 616 
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Figure legends 767 

Figure 1. Experimental methods and paradigms.  768 

Left: participants were instructed to perform an isometric motor task: applying a constant 769 

force on a transducer using the thumb and index finger of the right hand, while keeping their 770 

eyes closed. Meanwhile, we delivered either somatosensory stimuli  (via electrical 771 

stimulation of the left median nerve) or acoustic stimuli  (through a loudspeaker placed close 772 

to the participant’s left hand). Right: in Experiment 1 we delivered somatosensory and 773 

acoustic stimuli  (medium intensity); in Experiment 2 we delivered somatosensory stimuli  774 

(three intensities); in Experiment 3 we delivered auditory stimuli  (high intensity); in 775 

Experiment 4 we delivered standard somatosensory stimuli (high intensity) and startling 776 

auditory stimuli (100 dB). Force was recorded in all experiments, EEG was recorded only in 777 

Experiments 2 and 3, and EMG was recorded only in Experiments 2, 3 and 4. 778 

 779 

Figure 2. Stimulus-induced modulation of force magnitude.  780 

Experiment 1  (n=18). Somatosensory and auditory stimuli were delivered while participants 781 

were exerting a constant force of ~1 N. Middle and upper panels: both somatosensory  (red) 782 

and auditory stimuli  (blue) elicited a consistent modulation of the applied force in a complex 783 

triphasic pattern. Stimuli first elicited a decrease in force  (green area), peaking at ~100 ms, 784 

immediately followed by a longer-lasting increase  (blue area) peaking at ~250 ms. The two 785 

initial modulations  (enlarged in the upper panel) were followed by a third increase in force  786 

(pink area), starting at ~350 ms post-stimulus and lasting until ~2 s post-stimulus. Bottom 787 

panel: time course of t-values showing the intervals in which the modulation was consistent 788 

across participants  (one-sample t-test against baseline, threshold p=0.05).  789 

 790 

Figure 3. Time courses of force modulation in individual participants. 791 
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Force modulation by transient somatosensory (red) or auditory (blue) stimuli, in 70 human 792 

participants. From left to right, the plots show the data from Experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4. In all 793 

experiments, and nearly in all participants, both somatosensory and auditory stimuli elicited 794 

a consistent modulation of the exerted force. This modulation consisted in a complex 795 

triphasic pattern. A first force decrease (~100 ms) was immediately followed by a longer-796 

lasting force increase (~250 ms). These first two modulations were followed by a third force 797 

increase (~350 ms), lasting until ~2 s post-stimulus (not shown). 798 

 799 

Figure 4. Stimulus-induced EEG and force modulations.  800 

Experiment 2  (n=28). Top panel: modulations of the applied force elicited by graded 801 

somatosensory stimulation. Experiment 2 confirmed in a different group of 28 participants 802 

the triphasic force modulation observed in Experiment 1  (Fig. 2). Latency, magnitude and 803 

durations of the three components were similar in the two experiments. Middle panel: the 804 

same graded somatosensory stimuli also elicited modulations of the EEG amplitude. 805 

Displayed signals were recorded at Cz. Negativity is plotted upwards. The stimuli elicited the 806 

typical biphasic negative-positive  (N and P) waves, maximal at the scalp vertex, peaking at 807 

~120 and ~250 ms post-stimulus, respectively. Their scalp distributions are shown in the 808 

insets. Bottom panel: EEG  (orange) and force  (purple) signals superimposed in the -50 ~ 809 

+500 ms time window  (i.e., the time window of both the vertex wave and the first two force 810 

modulations). Note that both signals are composed of two consecutive peaks of opposite 811 

polarity. 812 

 813 

Figure 5. Within- and between-participants relationship between EEG and force signals. 814 

The top bidimensional plot shows the t-values reflecting the significant trial-by-trial 815 

correlation  (Pearson’s r) between EEG and force, for all possible pairs of time points, at 816 

electrode Cz. Significant pixels survived a threshold for both temporal consecutivity and 817 
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spatial adjacency across scalp electrodes  (cluster-based permutation testing). This analysis 818 

allowed identifying signal changes in one measure  (either EEG amplitude or force 819 

magnitude) that predict or are predicted by simultaneous, later, or earlier changes in the 820 

other measure. EEG and force time courses are shown on the y-axis and the x-axis, 821 

respectively.  822 

There was a tight relationship between trial-by-trial variability of EEG and force. The EEG 823 

time interval 110-180 ms, corresponding to the vertex wave negativity, was negatively 824 

correlated with the force variability in the time window ~300-2,000 ms, corresponding to the 825 

late force increase. The topography of this cluster (inset A) was lateralized towards the 826 

hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated hand (i.e., the hemisphere ipsilateral to the hand 827 

exerting the force). Also the EEG time interval ~200-370 ms, corresponding to the vertex 828 

wave positivity, was positively correlated with the variability in force magnitude in the time 829 

window ~130-2,000 ms, which was the period encompassing both the early and the late 830 

increases. During the first (C) and second (D) increases, this relationship was strongest at 831 

central electrodes, particularly over the hemisphere contralateral to the hand exerting the 832 

force  (i.e., the hemisphere ipsilateral to the applied stimulus) (insets C and D).  833 

The bottom bidimensional plot shows the Pearson’s r values reflecting the significant 834 

between-participant correlation between EEG and force, at electrode Cz. The EEG time 835 

interval ~110-180 ms, corresponding to the vertex wave negativity, was negatively correlated 836 

with the variability in force magnitude in the time window ~300-2,000 ms, corresponding to 837 

the late force increase. The topography of this cluster (inset B) was lateralized towards the 838 

hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated hand (i.e., the hemisphere ipsilateral to the hand 839 

exerting the force). 840 

 841 

Figure 6. Stimulus-evoked EEG and force responses depend on context.  842 
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Experiment 3 (n=14). EEG amplitude (top, at Cz) and force magnitude (bottom) during the 843 

repetition of three identical auditory stimuli (S1-S2-S3) at 1 Hz. Top plot: stimulus repetition 844 

of three auditory stimuli robustly modulated the amplitude of both the negativity and the 845 

positivity of the vertex wave, which were significantly smaller in the response elicited by S2 846 

and S3 compared to S1. Bottom plot: the same auditory stimuli also modulated the 847 

magnitude of the early force decrease and increase. Both force responses were significantly 848 

reduced in the response elicited by S2 and S3. Force data were band-pass filtered at 1-30 849 

Hz, to avoid the influence of the third long-lasting modulation elicited by S1 on the two early 850 

short-lasting modulations elicited by S2 and S3. Non band-pass filtered timecourse of 851 

exerted force is shown as a pale gray line, to highlight the consistency of force modulations 852 

across all experiments. Thus, Experiment 3 not only further confirmed in a different group of 853 

14 participants the force modulation observed in Experiments 1 and 2 (see Figs 2 and 4), but 854 

also provided compelling evidence that both the EEG and the force signals are similarly 855 

affected by contextual factors, and both depend on the stimulus behavioural relevance. 856 

 857 

Figure 7. Force and EMG modulations.  858 

Group-average force magnitude and EMG activity recorded from the right first dorsal 859 

interosseous (FDI), biceps (BIC), triceps (TRI) and sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles, 860 

following somatosensory stimulation of the left median nerve (Experiment 1, three 861 

intensities, top panel) or following auditory stimuli (Experiment 2, three consecutive stimuli, 862 

bottom panel). The displayed EMG signals were rectified and baseline corrected. The force 863 

decrease, peaking ~100 ms post-stimulus, was preceded by a reduction of EMG activity ~75 864 

ms post-stimulus, only detectable in FDI. The force increase, peaking ~ 250 ms post-865 

stimulus, was preceded by an increase of EMG activity ~110 ms post-stimulus, detectable in 866 

both FDI and TRI. These latencies are consistent with the electromechanical delay between 867 

EMG activity and changes in muscle tension (Eliasmith and Anderson 2004; Graben et al. 868 

2007). 869 
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 870 

Figure 8. Force and EMG modulations following startling and standard stimuli 871 

Group-average force magnitude (bottom trace) and EMG activity (upper traces) recorded 872 

from left and right sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles, following startling auditory stimuli (4 873 

trials, left panel) and standard somatosensory stimuli (28 trials, right panel) sensory stimuli. 874 

EMG signals were rectified and baseline corrected. Unlike standard stimuli, the startling 875 

stimuli evoked a clear startle reflex, reflected in the EMG response observed in both the left 876 

and the right SCM. Furthermore, the force modulation pattern following startling stimuli 877 

consisted of a unipolar force increase peaking ~160 ms post-stimulus. 878 

 879 

 880 

 881 


















